Semester System Considered
Quarter Drop May Come

The possibility of a unified semester system for all Florida universities and junior colleges is currently being considered by the University of Florida, and will soon be considered by FTU's Faculty Senate, Dr. R. Philip Taylor, faculty senate head, said this week.

"Probably the greatest advantage of this proposed semester system is that it will cut one whole week off the year, which represents a much better utilization of university facilities," said Taylor.

The system recently received a 90 per cent vote of confidence from the faculty senate of the University of Florida, and, pending approval by President Stephen O'Connell, will go to the Board of Regents and finally to the state legislature.

Known as the "Texas system," the modified semester plan would have two 16-week semesters and two 6-week minimesters in the summer.

"Assuming the program were approved for the coming year," Taylor said, "Register Dan Chapman has outlined a tentative schedule for 1973-74. Fall classes would begin August 20 and end December 4. Winter semester would begin January 11 and end April 23. The summer minimesters will begin May 1 and end May 28.

"The systems method is basically the same in every facility. It should be referred to by the state senate, the House of Representatives Executive Committee with his own recommendation. From there the decision will be left to President Millikan."

Browne said he could not possibly predict how long the whole process will take.

Security Crackdown Begins In Library
Last spring approximately 3,000 books were taken from the FTU Library, costing a total of approximately $9,950.

This semester Lynn W. Walker, director of libraries, has instated a security check on all students, faculty and staff.

"The popular books are first to disappear," Walker explained, "especially those needed by a class for research purposes. We are now beginning to check other books and to take preventive action.

Walker said that, in the past, FTU has been very lax in its security measures compared to other universities. Although the changeover will draw things up a bit, Walker said he believes it is necessary to improve library services to students.

"Our problem is not the thieves," Walker said. "I don't believe there are many at Florida, but we want to remind those who simply forget to check books out that we lose money, and before we can help with it for the inconvenience but feel it is necessary.

"Walker admitted it is next to impossible to stop thieves completely. But he said, by cutting down on the number of missing books, the library can begin to recover some of the lost money.

"The systems method is considered a money-saving, time-saving innovation in the construction field. However, Clayton said, "probably the greatest advantage of this proposed semester system is that it will cut one whole week off the year, which represents a much better utilization of university facilities, and therefore the use of the semester system is fixed. However, there are severe difficulties when it comes to a university building that is used for a short time saving in the construction field. However, Clayton said, "probably the greatest advantage of this proposed semester system is that it will cut one whole week off the year, which represents a much better utilization of university facilities, and therefore the use of the semester system is fixed. However, there are severe difficulties when it comes to a university building that is used for a short period of time. Clayton also said his office has little to do with the construction when the systems method is used because all decisions are made in Tallahassee, "We don't know anything about the construction on the systems method, Clayton said.

The reason for recent limited activity on the construction site is the lack of materials, Clayton stated. Lack of materials has caused the foundation construction was hampered by the severe lack of concrete in the area. After some delay, this phase was completed and further construction is awaiting the arrival of structural steel.

The steel is expected to arrive early this month, and it will take approximately two weeks to erect the skeletal structure.
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It is possible that the State University System may soon be united toward achieving a single goal, one that would bring the whole system under a uniform academic calendar.

Recently the faculty members of the University of Florida voted overwhelmingly to recommend to President Stephen O'Connell the adoption of a modified semester system popularly known as the "Texas plan." The next step will be approval by the Board of Regents and ultimately a legislative act that would make the system statewide.

ALREADY many state and private junior colleges are using some form of the semester system. (In fact, only one junior college in the state is known to use the quarter system.) From this point of view, the move would have obvious advantages. We are "one" education system under "one" state legislature. Would it not be fundamentally logical to be united under one academic calendar?

Furthermore, the proposed changeover would be an economic boon for all the universities. Aside from the initial changeover cost, it has been estimated that each university might save on the order of $30,000 a year just by reducing the number of yearly registrations from the present three or two.

In our present bureaucratic where waste is the watchword and red tape the order of the day, could anyone seriously argue with the adoption of a new program that would clearly save money? We hope not.

ANOTHER little known but certainly valuable advantage of the proposed move is the early graduation of students. Under the early graduation plan, the early graduates under a modified semester system.

The semester system might make for the most efficient use of university facilities. It also allows a more flexible calendar. It is there when you register; it's there during your classes. It is there when you take your exams and there even when you are making sl.ith your hands. All eyes are on the future reporter. He hears the "tongue out" RAMPS and his students and not to them. He is the one who gathers for its final in speech. All the students are fidgeting around, but he is the deciding factor.

In keeping with the last of the holiday spirits, it is known to use the quarter system.) From this point of view, the graduation of the entire state's class of 1972 has arrived. At PTU, where 8,000 students began classes in September and the university entered its fifth year of operation, the span since January 1972 includes a notable array of achievements and a good deal of accomplishment.

A MILLESTONE was reached in August, when the university announced that PTU had received $1 million in research funds. In the first eight months of the fiscal year, grants were spread throughout PTU's six colleges, which indicated that the image of the university as a "technical school" is rapidly fading. In a step toward bringing more higher education to the people, PTU developed and added courses to be taught to full-time or part-time students at its resident centers in South Florida, the Florida Keys, Boca, Cocoa and Cape Canaveral.

On campus, everyone joined in the new academic life, a full participation in the Life of the University. The string of events over the past year covers a wide range. Chronologically, it reaches its peak approval for an Air Force ROTC detachment in January, membership in the National Collegiate Athletic Association, and graduation, in December. In between, there are many developments that make the campus a unique place.

There was the parking spaces problem, drawn up by members of Kappa Sigma Fraternity and carried to Tallahassee by President Millican. Result? Nearly two hundred additional parking spaces were okayed to ease the constant problem of a crowded campus. And more spaces will come with completion of the Humanities and Fine Arts Building, now under way and due to open late in 1973.

In March, PTU graduated the first group of students to complete coursework at the university's resident center at Brevard Community College. And later in the year, PTU and BCC joined in a program under which students may enroll at the new school to take courses offered by the other. And work continues to coordinate the two schools, with full-time college to ease transfer after two years to the PTU campus.

PTU received approval from the Board of Regents for a program in engineering technology, aimed primarily at holders of Associate in Science degrees who are qualified to transfer to PTU and receive a bachelor's degree in the program.

The College of Engineering at a precedent when it received provide knowledge that can be used Council for Professional Development. It marked the first time, so far as is known, that any university or program has received recognition so swiftly after its opening.

The statement published in the last fall issue of the FuTUre was by no means intended to be construed as a legitimate statement emanating from an official university department, and was by no means an announcement from the director of personnel services. He felt appeals on the matter only because statements concerning personnel in any institution tradition of the university. We wish to state, for all those persons concerned, that the memo was printed as a "light" article and it was intended to have been taken lightly.

As another year begins, the time to look back over the old year has arrived. At PTU, where 8,000 students began classes in September and the university entered its fifth year of operation, the span since January 1972 includes a notable array of achievements and a good deal of accomplishment.

It was intended to state, for all those persons concerned, that the memo was printed as a "light" article and it was intended to have been taken lightly.
BOR Gets Statement On FTU

FTU President Charles Milligan reported to the Board of Regents that efforts have been made to promote the understanding between the administration and the students. Milligan's report cited a rearrangement of the budget and university personnel, it also stated that better programming has been achieved in housing, orientation, and extracurricular activities. The report said, "The additional funding received has promoted an effective relationship with the FTU Student Government. This, coupled with the housing workshops and better relationships with students, has had a positive influence." According to the report, FTU is fulfilling its goal of bringing education to the people by assuming the administration of the former BOCES centers in Daytona Beach, Orlando and Port Orange.

FTU has received 61 grants totaling $79,907 in research funds during the fall semester from educational, state, and private sources, the report stated.

Co-op Hosts On-Campus Workshop

College and university officials from across the Southeast will meet on campus for a one-day seminar to discuss cooperative education programs Wednesday. Cooperative education allows the student to have practical experience and extracurricular activities days to move everything from the department as well, personnel and teamwork approach structure. The move was made the move, personnel and teamwork approach structure. The move was made the move, personnel and teamwork approach structure. The move was made to make it even easier to fines and

Students' Musical Production Slated

Tryouts for FTU's first student written and produced musical will be held 4-8 p.m. Monday through Wednesday in the Village Center Assembly Room. There are five singing roles available, besides the male and female leads, and there are many parts for extras, according to David Boelzner, one of the writers of "How to Fall at Life Without Really Trying." The musical, a takeoff on "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying" (which will be produced spring quarter by the theatre department), was written as an entry in a competition sponsored in spring 1972 by the Village Center.

Since it won the first prize, the play has been rewritten by its writers, Jack Millican, assistant professor of English, and Dennis Keeser, a senior in English. "We retained eight out of the nine original songs," Boelzner said, "and we have written four more, for a total of 12." Boelzner said the second plot of the musical is "very different" from the original, he added that the theme is "exactly the same."

The musical, which is performed within the framework of framework, a large company which manufactures framework for Broadway shows, and the comic plot is centered on the attempt of one of the main characters to steal and sell to competitor the newest design of the company. The romantic plot involves the traditional boy-meets-girl sequence between Simmons and Julie Abes, the main characters.

Boelzner, who wrote all the songs but one, said, "There are good tunes needed for the roles of Tom and Julie, moderately good singers are needed for the other five singing roles of Julie's father, Tom's uncle, McCool and two company maids."

"You're Waiting Your Time," sung for Tom and Julie, "I'm a Panhandler" by Julie; "It Doesn't Matter - They're Rich" by McCool, and the title song.

"We welcome all students to try out for the show, regardless of whether they're current producer and stage crew and orchestra members for the show," Boelzner said. "If enough funds and Simons of the personnel office had enough funds to provide tickets for everyone, but Simons and past experience indicates only about one in ten will pick up a copy."

CARE FOR MANAGUA

CARE staff members from Honduras and Costa Rica have been on tour in Managua since December 23 to assist CARE's director and staff in missionaries and establishing emergency aid for earthquake victims in Nicaragua. Funds are needed to help feed, shelter and provide medical care for evacuees, according to CARE's director. CARE's contributions are needed to help feed, shelter and provide medical care for evacuees, according to CARE's director. CARE's contributions are needed to help feed, shelter and provide medical care for evacuees, according to CARE's director.

"The 1972-73 FTU campus directories are now available. They are free to all FTU persons and may be picked up at the Village Center main desk. Copies will be delivered to all offices and staff.

Approximately 1,500 directories were printed. The directory contains the same information as the previous one, with the exception of the new director, who has been added to the list."

Directions to the school are: 3550 Olin Street, Hampton, Va. 23668.
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talents they don't even have names for yet. You impress the neighbors with your abilities and amuse your friends with your personality, but you don't fool me.

CANCER:
For you, like your nameake disease, there is no cure. You are just lucky that you don't live in the Middle Ages. Back then they would have peeped your skin off and dipped you in Rust-O-Leum. Your kind was no less popular than it is now, but they were not restricted by such bohemia as being polite.

Leo:
Did you know that your breath still smells funny after you brush your teeth, and your fingernails still look dirty after a manicure? The word, friend, is hopeless.

Virgo:
You will learn today that you are directly related to Herman Goering, that friendly German who really, deep inside, hated violence but drove to make the world a better place for him. Goering is famous for such clever sayings as, "When I hear anyone talk of culture, I reach for my revolver," and "Guns will make us powerful; better will only make us fat." He was such a wimp!

Taurus:
You stand? Zowounds! That scar in the center of your forehead is a bad sign. It bodes ill for the bearer (that's you) and the bearers (that's me). As quickly as possible you should pour a gallon of pure latex acid on your head to remove the spot (won't Jordan's love that!) and then dance the Charleston backwards to ward off any further supernaturalities.

Gemini:
You are clever, witty, charming, dashing and intelligent. You have

By John The Good, Resident Seer

LIBRA:
If awards were given for such things, you would get the award for being the humblest man in the country. The only catch is, you also have the most to be humble about.

SCORPIO:
"Nothing in life is so exhilarating," said Winston Churchill, "as to be shot at without results."

SAGITTARIUS:
Ha! You put on a few pounds over the break, didn't you? You look chunkier than you did. Or is it just the French disease which blooms up like that? You old dog!

1975 COULD FIND YOU JUST ANOTHER COLLEGE GRAD OR A JR. EXEC IN MANAGEMENT.

If you’re a young man or woman with 2 academic years remaining either at the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force’s 2-year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you qualify, you’ll receive a $1000 a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on graduating, you’ll receive an officer’s commission in the Air Force. Also, the Air Force is offering hundred of scholarships in the Air Force ROTC 2-year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental fees; a textbook allowance and the same $1000 a month, tax free. For more information, contact the Provost of Aerospace Studies, Suite 150 Administration Building, Florida Technological University or call 275-2864.

Find yourself a scholarship in Air Force ROTC.
Holiday Streak Preceded By Losses to JU, S. Florida
Cagers Win Tourney, 4 Straight

By Fred Cay
Assistant Sports Editor

With a record of 6-3 and riding a four-game winning streak, FTU's basketball Knights look forward to playing in friendly confines six of their next seven games on home courts. Considering that eight of those first nine games were on the road, the Knights have done "pretty well" in the words of Assistant Coach Ben Meixl.

Included in the first one-third of the season were the following: a tournament championship in the Racine (Wis.) Invitational, wins over Palm Beach Atlantic, St. Leo, Florida Bible and Lake Forest, and the much looked-forward-to battle with the Jacksonville Dolphins—which was a battle for about 30 of the 40 minutes.

Techs Tangle Tomorrow
At Lake Highland Prep

After escaping the holiday schedule with a 6-3 record, FTU's Knights will open up the winter quarter of basketball action Saturday night at Lake Highland against Rensselaer-Poly Tech.

Rensselaer has won four of six games losing only to Colgate and Colgate and Basha. Rensselaer defeated New Hampshire, a future opponent of FTU, by 81-67 count.

Terry Dessall, a 6-5 forward, leads Rensselaer with a 20.8 scoring average and a nine rebound average per game. Tom Archin follows with a 16.3 per game norm. Jim Dunn is not one of Rensselaer's leading scorers, but his 6-10 frame has done wonders in clogging up the middle against Rensselaer's opponents.

Mike Clark and Arnett Hall are the leading scorers for FTU and John Smith has scored his share and has done a yeoman's job on both the offensive and defensive boards. Sophomore Pete Haas, thrust into the starting lineup due to Ed Fluitt's knee injury, has begun to play with more confidence and has been to rebound well.

On Wednesday, FTU will travel to Memphis to play Memphis State, probably more imposing than even Jacksonville. The Memphis State Tigers have not played as well as preseason prognosticators expected (Sports Illustrated picked them as the 10th best team in their preseason poll), but a recent 74-71 victory over Vanderbilt ranks 10th by Associated Press in Nashville has apparently put the

they downed previously undefeated Emblum, 84-80, and host Racine, 58-53, to claim the championship. Hall and Clark were top guns in the opening night win over Emblum, netting 26 points apiece.

Just prior to the tourney, Terry Clark's squad faced Lake Forest December 19. After playing a battle first half and trailing 32-26, the Knights went to the half-court press, caused numerous turnovers and figuratively blew the hosts out of their own gym, winning 80-63. Clark led the scoring with 20, while Smith, Hall and Haas each had 16. All FTU points came from the floor as they attempted just one free throw all night, missing that try.

The FTU-FSU will be played Friday, Jan. 19, 8:30 p.m., N.C. Assembly Room.

Pick up your tickets at the V.C. Main Desk NOW!
The JU-FTU Game - A 2nd Beginning?

By Larry McCorkle
Sports Editor

For the 6,490 (give or take a few) of you who could not make it to the JU-Jacksonville State University testpaper, and I then basketball. Former coach Don Walter of Martin County.

JU PLAYS MEMPHIS STATE next Wednesday in Memphis. In the "Moz the Oppositions" section of the Memphis State basketball brochure it seems that the Tigers will play on that Wednesday a team called Florida Technical Institute whose head coach is also Tony Clark, Headman.

FTU's MIKE CLARK has received a new nickname, compliments of the Sentinel's Bill Buchalter. No longer "Miracle Mike," he is now known as "Curly" Clark. Despite his FTU basketball adventures, Curly is fast becoming known as the brother of Jim Clark, Jim, also known as Bo, is only a sophomore but is the leading scorer for the varsity team of Bishop Moore High School. He is earning the reputation as one of the best outside shots in the Metro Conference.

EDDIE FLUITT, FTU's tallest player at 6-7, will not play any more basketball this season. Last Tuesday, he had his injured knee operated on at Winter Park Memorial Hospital. Fluitt will remain at the hospital for at least a week. Coach Tony Clark hopes that Fluitt, who was so vital to FTU this year, can be red-shirted so that he can maintain his last year of eligibility. In FTU's first nine games, Fluitt has played what amounts to about half of one game. But the question of whether he is allowed to be red-shirted or not can only be resolved by the NCAA.

Fall Quarter Finished With TKE Winning V-Ball Title

Men's Basketball Begins IM Winter

Men's basketball and women's softball have led off the winter intramural sports season. Intramural basketball got under way Wednesday while independent basketball and speedball entry deadlines are January 15.

Speedball, a combination of soccer, basketball and football, is a new addition to the intramural Sports Tangle (Continued from Page 5).

Tigers back on the trail to their expected great season. Memphis State is led by All-American candidates Larry Flach and Ronnie Robinson. Freshman 6-6 guard, the Tigers last year to the National Invitational Tournament (NIT) with a 23 scoring average. Ronnie "Big Cat" Robinson is considered by Bob Auerbach, former Boston Celtic Coach, to take one of the most promising players in the nation. He averaged 16 ppg last year while pulling down 13 rebounds per outing. In a game against Tulsa he grabbed 38 rebounds.

Just question? Hey man, busy throughout the tournament spreading FTU's name to all the coaches, especially to winning coach Don Walter of Martin County.

"What do you want, an automatic at?"

"Yeah."

No matter, Jacksonville still was awesome physically and I kept looking at the scoreboard and the front of the program to assure myself that everything was real. Although the final score was 70-55 in favor of Jacksonville, one had the feeling that this was the second beginning of intercollegiate basketball at FTU.

THE ORLANDO SENTINEL held a high school basketball tournament during the holidays which featured some of the finest basketball players in the state. FTU was well represented as Dr. Frank Kolber, Dr. John Powell and Dr. Hugh Martin all scoured the courts to help FTU's future in basketball. Former FTU coach Russ Selerno and Jack Pintelle also were available to give their assistance to FTU. Kolber kept the program this year. The skills clinic for this new sport will be held January 17 and 18 at 4 p.m. and participants are urged to attend to learn more about it.

Eight finalists will battle it out for this year's basketball crown. The program started with Shpak's Alpha Tau Omega, which is favored to win top honors. However, they will face stiff challenges from Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Sigma Chi. Tau Epilson Phi and Tau Kappa Epsilon are as only a notch below those three. Kappa Sigma, Lambda Chi and Chi Phi, new on campus this year, also have entered teams. PKF is not participating this year.

Last year's final standings found Alpha Phi Mu at 5-0, and Tau Kappa Epsilon 0 and 5. FTU's ranking this year is 2-5. Sigma Alpha Epsilon is 1-6. ATO scored 4-3 while LXA finished 2-5 and Tau Kappa Epsilon 0-6.

FTU won its eighth game of the season over the independent24-47. 41, but lost the championship contest to GDI, 6-4.

FTU's Ed Flatt won the first two and finished 12. For speedball this winter there will be seven players per team.

Big games to watch this coming week include TKE vs. SAE and TKE vs. SAE on Monday, the big rivalry-TKE vs. ATO on Tuesday, SAE vs. ATO Wednesday and TKE vs. SAE on Thursday.

FTU's men's volleyball action, TKE won as expected over TKF, winning three of four in a best-of-five championship match. FTU did lose its first and only game of the tourney that match after winning the first two of the match.

ED FLUITT will certainly be missed.

Men's basketball begins its intramural season this coming week. The program includes a skills clinic for newcomers on Monday January 17 and 18. The Tigers will attempt to extend their winning streak to 12 games when they open the season against the independent team.

The Tiger's victory over LXA last Saturday was only the beginning. Now the team will have to face the tough competition of the intramural season.

The Tigers are led by All-American candidates Larry Flach and Ronnie Robinson. Freshman 6-6 guard, the Tigers last year to the National Invitational Tournament (NIT) with a 23 scoring average. Ronnie "Big Cat" Robinson is considered by Bob Auerbach, former Boston Celtic Coach, to take one of the most promising players in the nation. He averaged 16 ppg last year while pulling down 13 rebounds per outing. In a game against Tulsa he grabbed 38 rebounds.
By Fred Cay
Assistant Sports Editor

Young grapplers.

When we faced them last season.

Ind, more absurd--Gergley expects his team to beat them in wrestling meet with Gerry Gergley's Fighting Irish from South Florida.

Still another home match is scheduled for next Thursday with East Stroudsburg (Pa.), who according to Gergley, "the best team we've faced all year."

The Knights' full squad participated in only one meets over the holidays--the tri-meet with Auburn and Chattanooga December 9 which was the last day of final exams west. The only action since was the Southern Open in Miami, attended by only a few FTU team members.

FTU's freshman and sophomore-dominated team

Just a hop, skip and jump from FTU!

A Full Service Bank!

The Citizens Bank of Oviedo

JOIN THE REAL FEMINIST MOVEMENT

Register for Sorority Rush

"offers an opportunity to give a little of oneself to others and to broaden one's own spectrum through group interaction while maintaining a real identity."

Kiosk
Register At Engineering Bldg.
Village Center

RUSH SIGN-UP: JANUARY 4, 5, 8
PARTIES: JANUARY 10, 11
BIDS: JANUARY 13

"...A sorority makes college more than a highway classroom experience."

Registration Begins Monday

Cagers Win

(Continued from Page 5)

followed two of the most ambitious undertakings yet for an FTU athletic team--back-to-back encounters with Jacksonville December 5 and South Florida December 11. The Knights lost both--as expected--but for a while they played both on even terms.

After falling behind JU, 23-13, and apparently set to be run clean out of the Jacksonville Coliseum, FTU's 35-point underdog Knights came back to take a 28-27 lead on Bob Don's jump with 1:15 left in the first half. Mike Clark played a remarkable first half, scoring 14 points and continually driving the lane and flipping in shots under the likes of 6-10. Butch Taylor, 6-9. Shawn Leftwich and 6-6 Abe Steward. The halftime score stood 33-30 in favor of JU. The second half remained close until the last minutes were left.

Then Abe Steward, probably the only Dolphin to play an outstanding game, turned into a one-man gang, controlling the boards and finishing with a game-high 23 points. FTU went scoreless for six long minutes near the end and the final margin was 70-50 in favor of JU. Clark wound up with 20.

However, it was a respectable loss. JU coach Tom Warnard not the least bit discouraged by the Knights' slowdown tactics but they did enable FTU to stay within striking distance most of the way.

The Knights ran all the way against South Florida but the Golden Ipanhans were a little more adept at it on that particular night, winning 100-88. Besides Clark's scoring spurge, FTU was led by Leftwich, 10. James, 9. and a contribution.

Unfortunate occurrences, it could have been a decisive win for the Knights.

Barely Jeuse was leading 31 in his bid for the 198-lb. championship when he suffered a dislocated elbow and had to default the match. Charley Patton was dominating his opponent by a 6-2 margin when a bad move resulted in his being pinned in the 177-lb. bout.

Tom Hammonds, 185-pounder was the brightest spot for FTU emerging as the lone winner against Auburn and beating his Chattanooga opponent as well.

Other winners against Chattanooga were heavyweight Dominick Mandicott, 158-lb. Sam Williams and Joe Giacobbe in the 118-lb. class. Pat Murphy wrestled to 4-4 ties with both of his opponents.

In the December 1 Georgia Tech Invitational in Atlanta, Hammonds again placed well with a third-place finish while 188-lb. Jim Nielsen, 134-lb. Greg Lane and Williams took fourths. These high placements were significant since none of the FTU's placed in the same tournament last year.

In last week's Sunshine Open, Assistant Coach John Rose took a fourth while Patton came in fifth, thus capturing the premier weight class winner of his weight bracket.

Weighlifters take Florida Area AAU

University last year and participated in the same.

The FTU weightlifting club won the Florida AAU Area II contest held in Vero Beach on December 16. Sheridan Wecht won the 123 lb. class with lifts of 130, 95 and 140 totaling 365. The 135 lbs. class was the press, snatch and clean and jerk. Doug Silva finished in the 148 lb. class with 180, 125, 215 (520).

Farrell Synd won the 148 lb. class with 235, 190, 260 (685) and Marty Lee won the 198 lb. class with 390, 240, 320 (850).

The FTU team defeated AAU teams from Daytona, Orlando, Cocoa and Vero Beach.

Crew Sets Meeting

There will be an organizational meeting for the crew team at the Physical Education Building. All members of the crew team and any other students interested should attend in order to institute the formal training program for the season.

Girl's Crew Begins

Any woman interested in learning to row please contact the extramural office in the Physical Education Building, Room 103, or Ext. 2146. Girl's rowing is now approved in the state for girls, four and pairs.

Soccer Team Hosts Tourney

The soccer team at FTU will be hosting its first annual High School Soccer Tournament Saturday, Jan. 26, here at FTU. Winter Park High School, Coral Park from Miami, Bishop Kenny High School from Jacksonville and Miami Central will be participating. These high schools were logs in the state last year and are all league title holders. All persons and clubs wishing to aid the soccer team and the extramural office in making this tournament a success should contact the extramural office in the PE Building.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS

A Unique Boutique For Men & Women

140 W. Fairbanks
Winter Park

Bill Baer
"MR. COLOR TV"

TAPES and RECORDS AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Central Florida's Largest Compact Selection

SONY - PANASONIC - ELECTROPHONIC
RCA - SYLVANIA - SANYO
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS
We Have the Largest Student Quarters Available Now! No Waiting!

ALL BRAND NEW UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS

Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU

PHONE (305) 273-2720
831-1222

1 & 2 BEDROOM COMPLETELY FURNISHED APARTMENTS

- SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA)
- SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
- TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED
- NO LEASES (30 DAY NOTICE TO VACATE REQUIRED)
- ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st
- COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
- CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING

THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER BUILDINGS IN THE AREA

FOR RENTALS TALK TO W. M. LYNCH OWNER/MANAGER

MAIN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA